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Secular Artist, Citizen Artist 
 
I. By prefixing two explicitly political  terms  to the category of the artist, I am asking to plunge 

headlong into controversy. These are terms much debated and from very different ideological 

positions, especially in relation to non-western, postcolonial societies —where in fact the term 

artist may not invoke the same sense of sovereignty that it does in western bourgeois culture, so 

that I can be seen to be tipping the balance in favour of a socially volatile designation for the 

artist. One where there is no autonomy worth the name if it does not in some sense articulate a 

critique of representational norms. 

The second point I want to make is that the title is not simply tautological, with the 

secular shading into the very definition of the modern citizen and making for some kind of 

compound virtue. I want one term to annotate the other seeing that there may be a  difference in 

the assumption on which each of them  rest.  

 

II. The two terms, secular and citizen, are usually framed by the concept of the nation-state and 

that in turn by a determinate modernity. It is this relay of ideological  imperatives that has been 

under sustained  investigation for some time now. Several strands of anti-Enlightenment 

discourse critique the concept of modern sovereignty for denying the experiential category of 
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immanence; it is seen as working beyond and against a communitarian structure of life and 

society to arrive -- through the principle of a massive subsumption of the individual-in-

community—at a notion of  transcendence that is usurped by the (nation-)state. In a sweeping 

revision of the terms in question,  Hardt and Negri, for example, designate the nation-state as  a 

totalitarian structure complicit in the unvanquished reign  and final  triumph of Captial –

enthroned now in the form of a new global Empire. 

The valorized institutions of modernity, crucially extrapolated into national liberation 

movements in the twentieth century, have also been widely critiqued from within the terms of  the 

actual struggles —as for example  during the a non-violent, civil-disobedience movement waged 

by  Gandhi where he deconstructs modernity for its coercive institutions, and secularism if not 

also parliamentary democracy for its alienating structure of social relationships. On an opposite 

plane, the bitterly violent struggle witnessed and theorized by Fanon, accepts a  conscious 

flouting of the values of civil  society, as also the cherished notions of  modern sovereignty 

shown to be a racially sanctioned masquerade where the white subject gains her subjectivity in a 

bargain with the black subject’s humiliation.  

Subsequently,  in the postcolonial period, when the experiment  of modernity is 

institutionalized, intellectuals/ ideologues of postcolonial societies across-the-world --  indigenist, 

subalternist, radical and left -- interrogate  the overlapping paradigms of modernity and of the 

nation-state as a result of which we now have a sustained philosophic critiques mounted against 

the hegemonic status  and overdetermined ideology  of the  west..  

 
III.  Modern Indian historiography has served as a virtual testing ground for postcolonial theories  

that formulate the above and thence also the secular; in turn testing the secular—both as doctrine 

and as (a partially realized) project – by asking what are the concepts of civil society and 

citizenship within the Indian national state after the adoption of a profoundly just Constitution in 

1950; in what Aijaz Ahmad calls “a modern, post-colonial India that was culturally diverse, 

religiously pluralistic, constitutionally federalist and republican, with extensive guarantees of 

individual and collective rights.”  

But this could become a self-endorsing cycle of arguments and a short detour into the 

familiar yet variously adapted and as variously contested concept of the secular is in place. At the 

minimum level of definition we might say that secularism envisages the political participation of 

people “who are constitutively attached to traditional and modern religious practices”, while 

abjuring “any intermingling of religion in whatever form with politics that violates the basis of 

equal participation in the democratic process.” Secularism in this may be  treated  “not as an 
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innate feature inherent to the human situation but as a need at a specific moment in history in 

different societies” ; which makes secularism one of  the many concepts that originate in western 

modernity but take root in many different cultural situations “because they capture and nurture 

new expectations, aspirations and telos of life.” 

 According to Charles Taylor (1998): “secularisms of today,” building on the original 

…distinction between Church and state … works with a two pronged strategy aimed at laying the 

basis for the coexistence between “people of different faiths, or different fundamental 

commitments”. For Taylor, significantly, while the first, the independent ethic approach, would 

seem to support an “extrusion of religion altogether from the public domain”, this need not be so 

with the second, the common ground strategy: “Here the goal... is a state which is even-handed 

between religious communities, equidistant from them, as it were, rather than one where religious 

reasons play no overt role.” He further notes that the charge often levelled against secularism by 

many non-European societies, that it is an alien imposition from a Christian west, although 

plausible for a secularism conceived on the independent ethic model, “is not at all true of the 

other model (the common ground strategy), which…can be re-adapted to ever new contexts.” The 

latter, however, ‘runs into more and more trouble as society diversifies’, a recognition that pushes 

Taylor to define a third model: the overlapping consensus approach. But more frontally, in the 

course of a long excursus into the nature of modern democracies, Taylor urges  “how the modern 

democratic age makes secular regimes necessary, just in virtue of the requirements of democratic 

legitimacy itself, ” giving secularism a deeper, even structural, sense of inexorability. ( Rajeev 

Bhargava : quote) 

As against Marxist historians from India, who calibrate the critique of the project of 

modernity, and of the existing nation-state in India, in decidedly more sympathetic terms,  many 

‘post’-Marxists designate the relayed concepts from modernity to the nation and the state, 

including the doctrine of secularism, as poorly-suited for our multiethnic/ polylinguistic, diffusely 

civilizational and community-based  societies. Emblematic among the free radicals is  Ashis 

Nandy, who argues from the vantage point of  pre-modern/ naturally tolerant vestiges of 

traditional societies where  ‘religious tolerance’ – of the kind embodied in the figure of Gandhi – 

subsists outside the bounds of modernity and counter to the ‘politics and ideology of secularism’. 

Note that I am not even addressing here the problem of non-secular or anti-secular positions 

(although Nandy will polemically call himself that) , but rather that I am addressing the status of 

the secular  in relation to citizenship  defined by constitutional and juridical provisions within  

civil society. It is in this light that Indian political  theorists, while fully opposed to the  sectarian 

ideologies of the political rightwing, continue to debate whether the state or the community 
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defines the position/ status/ rights/ responsibilities of the individual subject, and thereby also the 

would-be-citizen. They debate the viable site of the secular imperative: whether it  should be the 

state—in the transcendent status of the policy- maker (Nehru) or the state as a negotiating 

institution for the inner logic of community ethics to play out a consensus. Partha Chatterjee, in 

full complexity  proposes that it is through  intra-community representative institutions, rather 

than a statist agenda that secularism may be negotiated. 

 Akeel Bilgrami critiques the form of sovereignty judged and monitored from Jawaharlal 

Nehru’s  Archimidean standards of a secular polity and instituted as state policy in the immediate 

postindependence era, and notes that the Indian state, ever since independence (and especially 

since Nehru’s departure), has shown an inability to cope with ‘communal’ (an Indianism) 

conflict. He maintains however that the phenomenon cannot be grasped as something wired into 

the very idea of the modern state and its forms of rule. He is concerned to pick on and disentangle 

the ‘anti-statism’ of Chatterjee’s manoeuvre and proposes an alteration in the way in which the 

modern liberal state is theoretically viewed, which should allow for possibilities “which 

necessarily happen on intra-community sites (as in Chatterjee’s picture of things) to ... happen on 

a statist site”. In the theoretical space that he has been trying to clear, removed from both 

‘archimedean’ secularism and ‘communitarianism’, Bilgrami is seeking to innovate conceptually 

from within liberal thought the means for coping with the specific problems of governance in 

multi- communal societies. The ‘faults’ he records therefore are nothing intrinsic to the sites he 

deconstructs, so that in picking off one (say, the archimedean secularism of the Indian state 

before and after independence) he is not concerned to foreclose possibilities for an alternative 

(what he has termed a ‘negotiated’ secularism) within the same site.   

The sharpest critique of the nexus between the modern state and the dominant classes, 

and therefore the sanctioned neglect of the under-class but particularly the lower-castes of the 

Indian polity, comes from the Dalit ideologues (the lowest/‘untouchable’ members of the Hindu 

caste hierarchy who have assumed the term dalit , the oppressed, as a sign of their estrangement 

and defiance.).Despite the contribution by BR Ambedkar, the untouchable scholar-jurist who 

wrote India’s emanciptory Constitution, the Indian state has remained in a condition of denial or, 

as the Dalits would say, a condition of complicity regarding caste. The deepest social rupture is 

still to be found in the terrain of caste; not surprisingly, inherited injustices translated into the 

most shaming record of  citizen rights—a lacuna in the very structure of  civil society – yields a 

volatile force contesting the nation and its constitutional honour on political grounds. And what 

of the value of secularism? A concept otherwise propitious to a group in society so irrevocably 

anti-Brahmin and therefore also anti-Hindu, and in certain sense even  anit-(institutionalized) 
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religion, comes to be argued by and on behalf of the Dalits in curiously negative terms. In so far 

as it presupposes an abstract citizen (an equivalent to universal ‘man’ derived from a protean 

modern self), the secular proposition is suspect; for this entity is usurped by the high caste/upper 

class figure, interpellated into the modern state in a way that sovereignty is accessible only thus. 

Neither existentially nor politically  can a Dalit have access to the generalizing tendency of social 

relations within the modern, and a subjectivity (in extremis) emerging from this riven society 

bears the mark of  massive subsumption the better to question the hegemony of even the value of 

such institutions of democratic secularism that the state protects. (Kancha Illaia, Aditya Nigam)  

Thus, this bid to establish a secular polity in India has not only remained hypothetical in 

the political arena, the argument is continually complicated by the  critique that sees this bold 

experiment to have been founded in the first place on wrong historical and cultural assumptions. 

Ref to Mahmood Mamdani…. 

I for my part end this part of the argument by underscoring the need for a continued 

insistance on the secular in view of our immediate history. Secularism has had to be interrogated 

anew since the 1990s when its faultlines surfaced so starkly and the edifice of the liberal-

democratic( broadly left-leaning) state showed signs of fracture that the Rightwing rapidly 

widened. In this immediate history, the rightwing Hindutva party (forwarding similar argument as 

in nations with Buddhist or Islamic or Jewish majorities, as indeed in a so-called secular-

democratic nation like the USA  and the UK functioning on the vulgar rhetoric of born-again 

Christians-in-power and the insane ambitions of their political henchmen) has, before and during   

its recent five-year rule and its continuing belligerance, brought to a head inherent  forms of 

religious discrimination, and inter-community alienation—and re-inscribed them into the history 

of the sub-continent’s ethnic/religious conflicts. If the demolition of the Babri Mosque in 1992 

was the beginning, the genocide of Muslims in Gujarat in 2002 was its culmination. 

  

IV. Apart from what is already folded into the argument above, I would like at this point to signal 

a third (missing) term in my title: secular artist, citizen artist and the third, a more emphatically, 

political artist. This derives from Partha Chatterjee’s  distinction between civil society and 

political society— where he assigns to the latter, radical interventions outside and beyond those 

mandated by the civic and political compact that privileges a certain kind of citizen on account of 

class, caste etc. Whereas the former, ie civil society, comprises the realm of rule-governed 

negotiations in a legal framework, the latter domain consists of a more chaotic process of 

negotiations contesting “existing rule in the broadest sense … to make a community or cause as 

visible as possible in order to claim certain benefits, public services or entitlements."  Chatterjee 
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engages precisely with attempts such as by  B.R. Ambedkar to organize an equitable space for the 

Dalits in a modern Indian state, or the experiments of the left in West Bengal to fashion 

progressive land reforms, or more spontaneous  means of confrontation whereby marginalized 

groups like squatters and displaced peasants have negotiated with the modern Indian state.  

Action within the domain of political society takes citizen rights as a preemptive force, 

and using the critique of the easily distorted national(ist) ideology, opposes the almost inevitable 

(almost as it were definitional) unleashing of repressive state policy seen to be in its own place 

imperialistic by the coerced and oppressed constituents of the nation.  (In the Indian state of 

Kashmir and several states in the North East for example; regions under scrutiny by human and 

civil rights organizations.) The political artist, say, in this case, the Dalit writer, the radical 

documentarist,  is one who builds up solidarities to keep up the pressure on the state to defend the 

rights  thrown up by peoples’ movements led by local representations with well-honed resistance 

strategists to gain emancipation on terms suitable to their religious, ecological, ethnic, community 

and  above all material  basis for survival.   

 

V. What has been the Indian artists’ actual form of address to these powerful conceptual and 

political categories under discussion? On the broadest level, Indian artists (including, for this 

argument, visual artists and filmmakers, literary and theatre practitioners, with specific examples 

drawn from the two former categories), have, in terms of their aesthetic, tended to function much 

like the ‘universal’ moderns, with the liberty to make projected identification with the ‘other’ in a 

language sensitive to the ethics of such embodiment; with strategies for displacement, subversion, 

gender transgression. (As an example I refer to Francis Newton Souza (1924- 2000?),  a master 

inquisitionist for otherness, and more pointedly to Bhupen Khakhar (1934-2003), who produced a 

remarkably unique iconography for gay sexuality; and I refer to feminist articulations by artists 

and photographers using a wide range of materials and strategies -- such as Arpita Singh and 

Nilima Sheikh; Nalini Malani, Rummana Hussain, Navjot Altaf, Sheela Gowda and Anita Dube; 

Pushpamala, Dayanita Singh, and Sonia Khurana-- together this output marks, quite literally, the 

full stretch of the vanguard for cultural practice in India.) 

               On a more historically pitched level, Indian artists have, all through the national 

movement and up until the immediate contemporary represented, both euphorically and critically, 

the imagined community, even perhaps the state embodiment, of the nation. Deriving from the 

hundred-year-long national movement for independence, artists, as members of the intelligentsia, 

have found forms of critical affiliation, devised genres and styles and figural types, as well as 

aesthetic strategies for the purpose of addressing the national-state. (Partha Chatterjee’s 
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distinction from the nation-state--reflecting the nature of state formation in the aftermath of a 

national struggle for independence.).In a more philosophic sense, they have tended to assume the 

privileged, if ironical, status of a sovereign-subject, corresponding to but more self-valorizing 

than that of the citizen-subject. They have sought allegories or otherwise deconstructed signs of 

the national whereby they can be both inside the nation and outside the state in their interpretative 

rendering of the political. (I refer here to India’s lofty tradition of auteur-based, modernist and 

avantgarde cinema: in this particular instance, where we are talking of testing the limits of 

sovereign-subjectivity, to  the oeuvre of filmmakers as diverse as Satyajit Ray, Ritwik Ghatak, 

Kumar Shahani, Mani Kaul, Adoor Gopalakrishnan.) 

                      While, at this level, artists may identify with ‘accredited’ members of a national 

elite and seek to wield power with and through institutions of the state, at another, they support 

the more contestatory values of a democratic polity by positioning themselves in the public 

sphere. When faced with assertive aspects of state power, artists, like the large left-leaning 

intelligentsia of India, have tried to step outside the orbit of coercions, to recognize the changing 

contours of a democracy addressing itself to political dissent beyond the protocol of a covertly 

state-administered civil society. (The courage and imagination of Indian artists. and I mean all the 

arts, including literature, though I give examples from the visual arts, were tested in recent 

decades during the Indian Emergency declared by the government of Indira Gandhi in 1975-77, 

when the state took on authoritarian powers, cracked down on all opposition and suspended the 

democratic process to combat what it called a situation of nationwide anarchy; and then during 

the ascendancy of rightwing parties between 1992-2004, when anti-secular/proto-fascistic forces 

engineered riots and virtual genocide of the minorities in different parts of India. The Indian 

documentary took a new and brave turn at these two junctures. Visual artists, foremost among 

them Vivan Sundaram, Nalini Malani, N.N. Rimzon, Rummana Hussain, Navjot Altaf, followed 

by Atul Dodiya, Anita Dube, Jitish Kallat, Open Circle, articulated the rupture in the democratic 

equation between the state and the polity by changing the course of what was until then a largely 

classical/modernist art scene. By incorporating documentary photography, by switching over to 

sculptural and video installations, the language-in-use and, more important, the subject-position 

of the artist, were made intentionally unstable, volatile, radical. Dating from the early 1990s, this 

body of work, constitutes an important political statement: a consolidated frame of reference for 

the period 1992-2002 was foregrounded in an exhibition titled Ways of Resisting curated by 

Vivan Sundaram for SAHMAT, a major Delhi-based platform enabling artists and intellectuals to 

articulate their social concerns and participate in the larger public sphere of the country. More 

about this at the end. 
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                           Further, there is a history of artists operating from within explosive group 

formations, collectives and movements, and taking on a forthrightly antagonistic role. 

Foregrounding their view from a subaltern locus, dalit writers in particular challenge, defy and 

mock the ideology of the ruling class (and caste), the hegemony of the state and the very 

legitimacy of the national. I refer to what is nearly a generically different dalit literature, pitted 

against the presumptions of universality in India’s constitutional values -- of democracy, 

modernity, secularism – and placing unprecedented pressure on what a culturally validated 

aesthetic could possibly mean in the deeply divided social life of India, as indeed on the national 

political formation itself.  

With globalization, new factors have emerged to alter the role of artists as citizens. The 

retreat of the state within a global capitalist economy means that we must look for not only new 

notions of citizenship, but also for new subjectivities that develop among young aspirants within 

the urban -- among, say, the new ‘class’ of youth gambling on livelihood chances in the 

outsourcing economy of global capital. Younger artists tend to identify with these expanding 

realms of indeterminacy and often adapt a mediatic version of the avantgarde -- turning the 

rupture in the institutional associations of nation and state into a trans-subjective ‘free zone’ of 

democratic exchange. (The Raqs Media Collective, a trio located in the city of Delhi, have 

developed a theory and practice of documentary/video/new media art. Given their preferred 

tropes of migration/displacement; marginality/surveillance, they function across the transcultural 

zone of  global art. Other young artists, mainly from Mumbai, use video and computer imaging to 

convert extended allegories of subversion into punctual purposes: Tushar Joag devises means to 

‘facilitate’ the common commuter of the Indian metropolis in navigating life in the city; Shilpa 

Gupta manipulates electronic and digital forms to parody local consumer complicity in the 

perpetuation of global greed.)  

Dissolution of causative trajectories of purposes and interests, a vertigo of disconnection, 

produces a shredding and restringing of material connectivities, a spin into a vortex of anxieties 

and desires, and, thereon, an aggravated condition of metropolitan entropy. … ‘All that is solid 

melts into air’, and the surreal fragments of the unredeemed Real ask to be theorized (perhaps) in 

cultural terms; ask to be rendered (perhaps) into new aesthetic practices.  

When the national-state, claiming custodianship of its peoples’ economic interests, is 

handicapped and eventually even crippled by capitalist globalization, the widespread travail is 

accompanied by the emergence of fresh affiliations in the form of affirmative or, more properly, 

partisan action at the grassroots, some of which is ‘documented’ in the very process of formation 

by filmmakers and videographers working in solidarity with national and international NGOs. 
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Covering the sub-terrain of a nation’s neglected populace, this makes, in some ways, common 

cause with the idea and emergence of ‘multitudes’, and it looks to establish human rights and 

good governance in the constitution of a global citizenry. 

 

VI. But I return now to the prefixed terms, secular and citizen, in my title, and see them  now 

from outside my chosen frame (India): I want to signal that there could be a sense of  liminality, 

in the first term, secular — as for example in the way that Edward Said uses it:  “Said's 

secularism is centrally an oppositional critical practice whose meaning emerges against, or 

perhaps in contrast with the practices of religious solidarity, national movements, 

professionalism, and "organic" or class-aligned intellectualism”. This is a modernist and 

metropolitan position, resembling the condition of a witness-in-exile; it is, in turn, a favoured 

trope of the 20th century and peculiarly suited both to the critic and to the artist so that indeed 

secular could be considered to form an inner loop with modernity, and with artistic modernism. 

This secular gestures towards an abstract form of citizenship—as Said seems to prefer, not at any 

rate tethered to a nation and its socialized communities but approximating, rather, to a universal 

condition of a dialectical (un)belonging.   

In the designation of the citizen, on the other hand, we must name a context and stake a 

belonging or some other form of radical partisanship—in a national or now perhaps also global 

civil society with its expanded public sphere. Thus I would still like to see the two terms annotate 

each other in the title-- between the virtues of  an ethically shaped non-alignment on the one 

hand, and committed contestation at the other; between an agonistic stance within an open field 

and a constitutional status that seeks legal transformations.  

 Translated into, art-historical language, the paper proposes that there  can be no general 

category of contemporary art that can suffice art-historical or analytical scrutiny. We need to 

translate contemporary art  into crucial  particularities:  the  context of the artist’s citizenship and 

the strange contrariness of that status in terms of the artist’s perception of her/his autonomous 

subject-position. The ambiguities, the obscurities and elisions of an artwork seen to relate to 

esoteric and playful codes of visual language-- available ‘universally’, so to speak, have to then  

be read back into those very specific sets of social contradictions in relation to which the 

aesthetic construct is reflexively poised. We have to recognize that the meaning, immanent in the 

matrix of the imaginary as also in the material object, is transformed and interpreted through the 

phenomenology of the encounter at different viewing sites. And the metaphors and allegories of 

the artwork, offering  both political  irony and surplus  meanings (with unsolicited pleasures)  

have to be acknowledged to go beyond recognizable forms of cultural representation. Indeed 
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every political circumstance will suggest  to what degree we accept that the internal logic of an 

artwork -- a formal equivalent of the structure of  language and properly placed in the realm of 

the symbolic – is always at  one remove and often disruptive of the social/cultural domain of 

responsibility to which it is tendentially addressed.  

(Concluding lines that lead to showing images from Ways of Resisiting) 

Geeta Kapur 
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